1. Allied Signal Scholarship Award
   Ademhibe Ogunade CE

2. Robert P. Apgmann Award
   Lisa Gwiazdowski CSEE

3. American Society of Civil Engineers
   Outstanding Scholar Award
   Daniel Fenzi CSEE

4. Michael J. Baua Scholarship Award
   Danielle Schrader MAE

5. Beth Cheshire Moran Award
   Atusa Madnia CSE

6. Chuang Family Scholarship
   Mohammad Imran CSE

7. Civil, Structural and Environmental
   Engineering Chair’s Graduate and
   Undergraduate Recognition Award
   Graduate: Camelia Franceschini CSEE, Hua Ye
   CSEE
   Undergraduate: Robert Dressing CSEE, John
   Story CSEE

   Institute Undergraduate Scholarship
   Adam Halstead EE, Evan Halstead EE, Jason
   Jones EE, Herrick Nelson EE

9. E8WG Foundation Graduate Fellowship
   Jason Buneoo EE

10. Energy Systems Institute Undergraduate
    and Graduate Scholarship
    Undergraduate: Jason Cohen EE, James Harper
    EE, Shola Olabisi EE
    Graduate: James Kirkland EE

11. Engineering Undergraduate Fellowship
    Daniel Britt CSE, Adriana Crippen MAE,
    Folarin Erogbegbo CE, Emmanuel Fernandez
    CSE, Sara Forde MAE, Darryl McCune II EE,
    Lisa Murowski EE, Jennifer Penfield MAE,
    Lavone Rodolph CSE, Jennifer Taranto MAE

12. Matthew Grappone Book Award
    Eric Buckley CSE, Jason Lehman CSE, Koji
    Noguchi MAE, Benjamin Paratore CSE, Aditya
    Sachan MAE

13. Gregory B. Jarvis Scholarship
    Kent Coller CSEE, Jeffrey Czyz CSE,
    Christopher Dolen CSE, Zhao Heng Fang CE,
    Joseph Marcella Jr, MAE, Robert Miller CSE,
    Matthew Sweeney CSE

14. Daniel Kaegebein Bird Electronics / TRX-1
    SYSTEMS Scholarship
    Kevin Balys EE, Robert Seymour EE, Amy
    Turner EE

15. Dr. Sophokles E. Logiadis Prize
    Eleni Pavlidou CSEE, Panayiotis Roussis CSEE,
    Gordon Warn CSEE

16. Joseph Markle Dinner Memorial #4
    Scholarship
    Zhao Heng Fang CE
17. James W. and Nancy A. McLernon Superior Student Award
   Michael Dray CE, Michael Szymanski MAE, Michael Vindone EE, Matthew Walters IE, Matthew Watkins CSE and EE, Michael Zaccheo MAE

18. Sherwood P. Prawel Award
   Daniel Fenz CSEE

19. Praxair Fellowship Award
   Raenee Van Natter CE

20. Ralph R. Rumor Award
   Kent Collier CSEE

21. Arthur A. Schomburg Fellowship
   Karen Holness IE

22a-c. Senior Scholar Awards Sponsored by
          Applied Sciences Group, EMC2
          Corporation, Motorola and SEAS
          Applied Sciences Group; Glenn White MAE
          EMC2 Corporation; Harish Ganapathy EE, Leonard Kayembe EE

23. Irving H. Shames Outstanding Teaching Assistant Award
   Karl Bandilla CSEE

24. Richard P. Shaw Award
   Joseph Tanski CSEE

25. Henry Stone Graduate Assistantship Award
   Emmanuel Jacques CE, James Kirkland EE

26. Frederick Thomas Award
   Lisa Marowski IE

27. Elbridge N. and Stephana R. Townsend Scholarship
   Demisade Wolde-Gabriel MAE

28. John Zahorjan Memorial Scholarship
   Morris Green, Jr. IE, Pierre M. Saint Louis IE

29. Gustav and Greta Zimmer Research Scholar Award
   Adam Fosbury MAE, David Howe MAE, Rajaee Kased MAE, Nicolas Mills MAE, Jon Tae Park MAE, Matthew Wetzel MAE

Awarded Not Present

Association of Old Crowes Scholarship
Brian Anger CSE, Aaron Beechler CSEE, Robert Lureck CSEE, Jeffrey Till CSEE

Energy Systems Institute Joan G. Bernett Undergraduate Book Scholarship
Syria Mizon EE

Energy Systems Institute Undergraduate Improvement Scholarship
Herick Nelson EE